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Science students at all levels create scientific posters to show the results 

of their research. They display their posters at scientific gatherings so 

attendees can see what they've been working on and stop for more 

information only if they are interested in the student's work. A scientific 

poster must contain all the elements of a scientific paper in condensed 

form, and should be as professional in appearance as possible. 

How do I get months and years of research onto my poster? 
 

Your poster is a short story.  Describe a few major points.  
 



 Including The Right Content 

1) Title  
It is your first chance to capture your audience 

 
v Create a short title.  
v Make sure to keep the length of the title as brief as possible 

without taking away crucial information. 
v   The title should be no longer than 2 lines. 
v  If you can, make your title "catchy" so it will attract interest from 

passersby, but don't try to make it funny. 
 



2) Write An Introduction 

v Keep your introduction to under 200 words so it can be read 
quickly.  

v Don't clutter your introduction with definitions, background 
information or anything else that will only bog down the narrative 
and cause passersby to lose interest. 

v Avoid using technical definitions unless absolutely necessary. The 
introduction section is here to introduce your issue, so be sure to 
not bore your readers right away with excessive information.  

v You can even include graphics if they will help the viewer 
understand the work that you have done. 

 

 

 



3) Describe Your Experimental Approach  

v Briefly, describe your method, taking no more than 200 words and 
using illustrations if they're helpful. Flow charts are especially 
good for this section. 

v Know your audience. Just as you would when you write a paper, 
make the information included on your poster will give the 
appropriate depth of information. It should be understandable 
even to a reader that is not specialized in the same particular field. 

v  In this section you will cover the materials and methods that you 
used in your research process. Feel free to include any images, 
charts, or graphs here that will help the viewer better understand 
your process. Also, don’t forget to provide a rationale to explain 
why you chose these methods!  



v Do this with 2 brief paragraphs of text and a clearly labeled table 
so passersby can understand your results at a glance. 

v   In the first paragraph, state whether your experiment worked or 
not. In the second paragraph, analyze your results in terms of your 
hypothesis. 

v Most will skip the other sections and just study your results, so 
take extra care with this section. 

v Charts and graphs are usually more effective than tables, but 
whatever you choose to use, make sure everything is labeled 
clearly.  

4) Give Your Results. 
 



5) Include Some Discussion Of Your Conclusions.  
 

v  In about 200 words, tell the reader why your research was 
important and relevant, both to the field of study and the real 
world. 

v Remind the reader of your result and whether your initial 
hypothesis was supported. 

v Try to convince your reader that your results are conclusive and 
interesting. . TIPS: Relate your results to other published research 
in the field.  

v You can also suggest continuing research that would build upon 
your current study. 



v Cite any journal articles you read that support your research or 
any research that is referenced in your study. Use the correct 
format prescribed for researchers in your field to note your 
sources. 

v  It is very important to follow the format required by the 
conference you are attending. 

v   It is common to shrink the font of the References section if it 
becomes overbearing and long. 

6) References 



7) Acknowledgments 

v Thank everyone who assisted and supported you , such as other 
members of your research group or your funding source. 

v   Don't list the titles of people who supported you, but do list what 
specific assistance or support they provided. 

v Keep this section as short as possible. Fewer than 40 words is 
best. 



8) Give Your Contact Information. 
 

v Provide your name, email address, website if you have one, and a 
place where readers can download a copy of your poster. 

v You may want to create a handout-sized version of your poster 
with your information so your audience can go back to review 
your study later and can easily follow up with you at a later date. 

 



1) Gather All Of Your Documents 

v Gather all of the text and graphics in one place so that it is easy to 
transfer all of the content to wherever you need. For example, you 
might have an existing file you'd like to grab content from, or 
even your actual paper that may be a Word document. 

v   Try to avoid switching back and forth between a Mac and a PC. 
Generally speaking, this causes compatibility issues. 

Creating A Strong Presentation 



v You can figure out the size you need by how much text in your 
report, the number of images or graphs you plan to include. If your 
report is under 5 pages and has less than 7 pictures or graphs a 
36X48 should work. If your report has more information you can 
adjust your size accordingly. 

v Check with any poster size requirements for your event. You may 
have space limitations for your display, and sometimes your poster 
size may be restricted. 

2) Determine The Size Of Your Poster.  
 



v Chose Portrait or Landscape. Portrait orientation is when the 
poster is taller than it is wide, whereas landscape is the opposite. 
It is wider than it is tall.  



Many students try to include everything in their research paper, but 
this is a serious mistake. Posters that have too much text on them will 
be passed over in favor of those that are easier to read. On average, a 
viewer will spend 5-7 minutes looking at your poster presentation. 
So, before you start gathering and sorting through images, graphs, 
and charts, take a step back and ask yourself the following question: 
    "If a viewer was only able to take away one thing from looking at 
my poster, what would that one thing be?” 
v Carefully select what to put on your poster. 
v Use columns to organize and structure your presentation in a 

logical manner. 
v Avoid excessive text. (Poster should have roughly 20% text, 40% 

figures, 40% space) 

2) Planning Your Content 
 



v  Clearly label any sections, graphs or images. 

v Leave breathing space around your text 
v  Your poster presentation should follow a path that leads anyone reading 

from section to section. A reader should start in the upper left corner of 
the poster presentation and work their way to the bottom of the poster 
then left to right adding new columns as they need them 



3) Font 

Your poster title should be readable from 10 feet away. Text and 
figures should be legible from around 5-7 feet away or roughly 1.5m 
to 2m. So we suggest the font size for the major sections of the poster 
as follows: 

v Title: 85pt                           
v   Authors: 56pt 
v Sub-headings: 36pt            
v   Body text: 24pt         
v   Captions: 18pt 



v  It is important to try to avoid using more than 2 font types 
because too many fonts distract the viewer.  

v Do not use a different font type to highlight important points - 
otherwise the fluency and flow of your sentence can appear 
disrupted. 

v Do not use all UPPER CASE type in your posters. It can make the 
material difficult to read. 

v Use the bold face or italics or combinations to emphasize words 
and phrases. 



4) Color, Contrast and Images 

v When choosing colors for your poster, using 2-3 colors will give 
the best look. Too many colors make it look unprofessional, but 
having no color makes it boring and plain. 

v  If you are creating images on the computer, note that colors may 
appear different on your screen due to differences in monitors and 
the printing process. Blue text on a black background and vice 
versa is particularly hard to read. Even though there may seem to 
be enough contrast on screen, it does not print well. Try using a 
light grey instead of black, or lighter blue in the place of navy.  

v Don't settle for poor-quality images. Go to the trouble of finding 
image files that will still look sharp when blown up to place on 
your photo. You may have to take your own digital photos. 





5) Pick A Software Program  
 

v PowerPoint  
It is OK , easy to use  but the colors will fool you and inflexible. 
v   Adobe Illustrator or InDesign  
It is Excellent, more difficult to learn, but what you see is what you 
get. 
v Others: Canvas, Publish-It, Microsoft word, Corel Draw, LaTeX, 

etc. 
v Once you've created all your sections and illustrations, transfer 

the files to portable document format (PDF) so you can be certain 
how they will look when printed. 

v Use either PC or Mac platform for everything so you don't run 
into compatibility problems when moving files between the two. 

 



6) Be Ready 

v Bring any additional reference materials you may need.  
 You should be prepared to answer any questions with all your 
available information.  
v Be sure you have adequate supplies to display your poster.  
v Store your poster safely.  
Use a container, or consider rolling the poster up.  
v Make a "Back in 5 Minutes" sign that can hang next to your poster.  
It's a good idea to have a sign on hand in case you need to step away. 
This can help reduce the chance you miss any interested visitors. 

 



Examples 









Conclusion 

Remember, your poster is trying to tell a story. The research poster 
explains to anyone reading it what you did, how and why you did it, 
and the conclusion you came to from doing it. Images and graphs 
say much more than words  
 
v Keep it simple 
v Effective  
v clear 
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